Abstract Well-resolved moment-tensor solutions reveal information about the sources of seismic waves. In this paper, we introduce a new way of assessing confidence in the regional full moment
Introduction Ford et al. (2009) calculated seismic moment tensors for 17 nuclear test explosions, 12 earthquakes, and 3 collapses in the vicinity of the Nevada Test Site (NTS) in the western United States. They found that the relative amount of isotropic and deviatoric moment provided a good discriminant between the explosions and the earthquakes. The observational work to describe the discriminant was accompanied by a theoretical study into the sensitivities of the method; and it was found that the ability to resolve a well-constrained solution is dependent on station configuration, data bandwidth, and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). It is difficult to state steadfast rules for what source types can be resolved for all conditions when different conditions lead to different levels of confidence in the solution. Therefore, in this paper, we develop a confidence analysis specific to the source type, station configuration, and data SNR, which we call the network sensitivity solution (NSS).
There have been many attempts to understand error in seismic moment-tensor inversions. Šílený and coathors have done extensive sensitivity testing of the methods they use to calculate the moment tensor. Šílený et al. (1992) , Šílený et al. (1996) , Šílený (1998) , Jechumtalova and Šílený (2001) , Šílený and Vavrycuk (2002) , Šílený (2004) , and Jechumtalova and Šílený (2005) have collectively investigated the effects of incorrect event depth, poor knowledge of the structural model including anisotropy, noise, and station configuration on the retrieved solution. They found that the moments of various components were sensitive to improper source depth and velocity model using only a few stations with data of SNR > 5 but that the mechanism remained robust and that spurious isotropic components may manifest in the solution if an isotropic medium assumption is made incorrectly. Roessler et al. (2007) confirm this last result. The probabilistic inversion method by Weber (2006) using near-field full-waveform data helped to inspire the approach taken in this paper. Weber (2006) inverts for hundreds of sources using a distribution of hypocentral location based on a priori information. Perturbations to the velocity model and noise are also added in the synthetic portion of the study. Empirical parameter distributions are then produced to assess the resolution. Mechanism distribution is plotted with a Riedesel and Jordan (1989) plot, which is also the preference of many of the previously mentioned studies. In the following study, we will employ the source-type plot from Hudson et al. (1989) , which is described in Julian et al. (1998) and Ford et al. (2009) .
The NSS is a grid search of the moment-tensor solution space in which the goodness-of-fit between the data (both synthetic and observed) and the model is mapped onto a source-type plot. The NSS is an additional analysis tool that when used in conjunction with the linear inverse best-fit solution, the goodness-of-fit map can guide the user in defining appropriate confidence regions. Our approach is similar in spirit to Pearce and Rogers (1989) , who use a grid-search technique in conjunction with the source-type plot to convey solutions that are compatible with three teleseismic observations. We first test the NSS methodology on a well-studied earthquake and explosion at the NTS and then implement it for the 9 October 2006 North Korea nuclear test. The recent 25 May 2009 North Korea explosion has very similar waveforms to the 2006 test at the stations employed in this paper, but they are around 4 to 6 times larger. Therefore, the 2006 explosion is a better test of the NSS method for discriminating small explosions, which is an active area of research in explosion monitoring.
Data and Method
The NSS is first performed for an aftershock of the Little Skull Mount earthquake (M L 4.2, 5 July 1992) and the JUNCTION nuclear test (M L 4.8, 26 March 1992), both of which took place at the NTS and are analyzed in Ford et al. (2009) . Three-component recordings of the earthquake and explosion were collected from eight and six stations, respectively, from the Berkeley Digital Seismic Network, Trinet, and the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) network. Locations of the events and stations are given in Figure 1a . All data are freely available from Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) via the Internet except the LLNL historic network data, which are available on compact disc (Walter et al., 2006) . We remove the instrument response, rotate to the great-circle frame, integrate to obtain displacement, and filter the data with a 4-pole acausal Butterworth band-pass filter with a low-corner of 50 s and a high corner of 20 s, except for the LLNL network (composed of Sprengnether instruments with limited long-period response), which is filtered between 10 and 30 s. At these frequencies, the regional signal is dominated by surface waves, though the low-frequency Pnl wavetrain is also observable. The full-waveform regional data are inverted in the time domain for the complete moment tensor as described in Minson and Dreger (2008) . The Green's functions (GFs) used in the inversion are for a 1D velocity model of eastern California and western Nevada (Song et al., 1996) , where the source for the earthquake is near the catalog depth of 7 km and the explosion is at 1 km depth. We use these GFs to produce two types of NSSs: a theoretical NSS and an actual NSS.
The theoretical NSS tries to answer the question of how well a pure earthquake or explosion can be resolved with very high-SNR data for the given event scenario (i.e., data bandwidth and station distribution). To do this, we use the GFs to first produce data for a model event (earthquake or explosion) as well as a uniform distribution of moment-tensor eigenvalues to create a suite of synthetic sources representing all possible sources in which the moment of these sources is chosen so as to best fit the model event data. In the case of an earthquake, a uniform distribution of double-couple (DC) mechanisms is used for the model event. The source-type parameters, ε and k (Hudson et al., 1989) , are calculated for each synthetic source (Fig. 2a) . ε measures the ratio of deviatoric eigenvalues and plots along the horizontal axis. k measures the relative amount of isotropic moment and plots along the vertical axis. The axes are then transformed under the assumption that the eigenvalues are a uniformly distributed parameter. These transformed ε and k parameters have a normal distribution in the sourcetype plot, and error in these parameters can be plotted with an ellipse (see also Ford et al., 2009; figure 4) . Because the source-type plot does not account for total seismic moment (only relative moment) or source orientation, a single set of source-type parameters (one point on the source-type plot in Fig. 2a) can represent several orientations. For example, a DC source with any strike, rake, or dip, will plot in the center of the source-type plot (Fig. 2a) . For this reason, each sourcetype (ε, k) is given a uniform distribution of orientations (Fig. 2b) . The final synthetic source distribution contains 10 5 source types and 10 3 orientations resulting in 10 8 synthetic sources. However, as one moves away from the center of the source-type plot (location of a DC mechanism), source orientation becomes less important to the seismic radiation so that the top and bottom of the plot are uniquely represented by an explosion or implosion, respectively (Hudson et al., 1989) . A more appropriate population of synthetic sources would take into account the variable degrees of freedom represented in the source-type plot so that source types near the edges of the plot would not have the same density of orientations as those in the center. We leave this theoretical development for future work.
The model event data d are then compared with the synthetic source data s, and the fit for each comparison is quantified by the variance reduction (VR)
where i is the displacement at all times for all components at all stations. The VR for each synthetic source is calculated and plotted as a function of source-type parameter on the source-type plot. Because a single set of source-type parameters can represent many sources that could have varying levels of fit to the model event data (and therefore, VR), a moving-maximum window is used to smooth the VR distribution. The source-type plot empirical VR distributions are shown in Figure 3a for the Little Skull Mount aftershock and Figure 4a for the JUNCTION explosion.
The actual NSS tries to find what source can be reliably resolved for the given event scenario. The actually recorded data are used in place of the model explosion data, which are compared with the same synthetic dataset of all possible sources to produce empirical VR distributions on the source-type plot as in Figure 3b for the Little Skull Mount aftershock and Figure 4b for the JUNCTION explosion.
The North Korea nuclear test (m b 4.2; 9 October 2006) and a nearby earthquake that occurred on 16 December 2004 are also analyzed with records from four stations that recorded the events well in the period band of interest (Fig. 1b) . The same data processing steps are followed as previously described, except the earthquake and explosion data for three of the stations (INCN, TJN, and BJT) are filtered between 15 to 30 s, and 10 to 20 s, respectively, and data from station MDJ are filtered between 15 to 50 s and 10 to 50 s, respectively, in order to increase the SNR. The GFs for these events are derived from the MDJ2 velocity model (Table 1) , which is a modification of the surfacewave-derived MDJ model (Nguyen, 1994) . The theoretical 
Discussion
The theoretical NSS can aid in the understanding of the potential of a given event scenario to constrain a particular type of source at a chosen level of fit. In the case of the Little Skull Mount aftershock and the JUNCTION test, the best-fit solution (VR 100%) is, as expected, a DC and purely isotropic source, respectively (Figs. 3a and 4a, respectively) . But, the theoretical NSS can also show how well other sources fit the model event data. Figure 4a shows that a purely compensated linear vector dipole (CLVD) with a negative major axis fits the model explosion data well, Figure 3 . Network sensitivity solution (NSS) for an aftershock of the Little Skull Mount (a) Theoretical NSS using 100 earthquakes with a uniform distribution of fault parameters in which the GF are derived from the actual network setup and the data are noiseless. The best-fit model is a pure D.C. with a VR of 100%. Empirical distributions of other models and the corresponding VR are also given via contours on the source-type plot. (b) Actual NSS using data from the event. The best-fit model with a VR of 89% along with other models and their corresponding VR distribution are shown. For comparison, an example model (VR 66%) and a pure explosion model (VR 1%) are also plotted and correspond with the models and waveforms given in (c). (c) Models corresponding to those plotted in (b) with squares and their respective forward-predicted waveforms as a function of gray shade compared with the actual waveforms (black line). The left, middle, and right columns are the tangential (T), radial (R), and vertical (V) displacement waveforms, respectively. The text block to the left of the waveforms gives the station name, passband period (s), azimuth, epicentral distance (km), and maximum displacement (cm). The moment magnitudes of the models are also given below the mechanism.
demonstrating that a shallow CLVD at these low frequencies recorded at regional distances effectively mimics the radiation pattern of an explosion (Taylor et al., 1991) . However, the region of high VR (> 90%) in Figure 4a is well separated from a DC source. Another advantage to this type of confidence analysis is that one can define what high VR means. In all theoretical cases, we show VR regions that are 50%, 75%, 90%, and 95% of the best-fit VR.
The actual NSS gives an idea of what sources can be resolved based on the true SNR. In the case of JUNCTION, the high VR region encompasses a smaller area than the theoretical case, and an explosion source is even better constrained. To get an idea of why this difference might be and what types of sources are contained in the high-VR region, it is helpful to view the waveforms from the synthetic and actual sources. Figure 4c shows the data compared with three sources, the best-fit model (VR 74%), an example with a ∼10% lower VR and ε 0 (example, VR 65%), and the best-fit DC (best DC VR 56%). Unlike the pure explosion case, the data have signals on the tangential component. This energy cannot be fit well with CLVD sources, they are not represented in the VR > 70% population (Fig. 4b) as they are in the VR > 95% population for the theoretical NSS (Fig. 4a ). The example model (center of Fig. 4c ) contains both DC and isotropic components and has a VR that is almost 10% less than the best-fit model, which is dominantly isotropic. The decrease in VR is in part caused by the prediction of Love waves at stations LAC, BKS, and especially PFO that are larger than observed. The best DC model fits the observed waveforms very poorly. Not only does the best DC model predict larger than observed Love waves, similar to the example model, but the amplitudes of the Rayleigh waves are smaller than observed at stations LAC, ISA, and PFO. PAS provides an excellent constraint on this model, in which amplitudes are far less than observed on all three components. This type of comparison is necessary in order to gain an understanding of how the VR relates to waveform misfit. Finally, it is important to note that an explosion (V, Fig. 4 ) has a VR that is very near the best-fit model and can fit the observed displacements to within a few percent of the best-fit VR. Figure 5 gives the theoretical and actual NSSs for the earthquake in China, as well as the observed waveforms and the waveforms predicted by the best, example, and explosion models for comparison. The actual NSS for the earthquake (Fig. 5b) shows a well-constrained region similar to the theoretical NSS (Fig. 5a ). The waveforms of the bestfit model (VR 67%), shown in Figure 5c , fit the data just as well as a pure DC This result gives us confidence that the MDJ2 model is a good 1D approximation of the velocity structure in this region because the expectation is that the small earthquake should be well represented by a DC point source.
The solution for the explosion in North Korea is much less constrained than the earthquake because of the simpler radiation pattern. Normally, we would run the inversion without GFs for station BJT because the epicentral distance is more than 1000 km and the performance of the simpler 1D velocity model employed here degrades at such great distances. However, preliminary inspection of the theoretical NSS without BJT showed that the solution could not satisfactorily exclude DC sources. Although this understanding could be gained from simple inspection of the station configuration shown in Figure 1b , in which without BJT, all stations fall along one azimuth with π periodicity (a condition that can always fit the two-lobed Rayleigh radiation pattern of a 45°dip-slip mechanism), the example is still instructive for cases that are not so easily inspected visually. With station BJT, the high-VR region has the familiar shape from the JUNCTION test.
The addition of station BJT presents some additional problems for the actual NSS (Fig. 6b) . BJT is more than 1100 km away from the source, yet the displacement (2:24× 10 5 cm) is larger than that of station MDJ (2:04 × 10 5 cm), which is only 371 km from the source. The usual method of weighting the data as a function of inverse distance caused the data from BJT to dominate the inversion because there is only one station at this very great distance. As a corrective measure, we decreased the weight of data from BJT and produced the actual NSS in Figure 6b . As was stated in the discussion of the theoretical NSS, BJT is instrumental in constraining the source Figure 6 . NSS for the North Korea test (9 October 2006, m b 4.2). (a) Theoretical NSS for an explosion in which the GFs are derived from the actual network setup, and the data are noiseless. The best-fit model is an explosion with a VR of 100%. Empirical distributions of models and their corresponding VR are also given via contours on the source-type plot. (b) Actual NSS using data from the North Korea test. The best-fit model with a VR of 55% along with other models and the corresponding VR distributions is shown similar to (a). For comparison, an example (VR 52%) and a best D.C. model (VR 44%) are also plotted and correspond with the models and waveforms in (c). (c) Models corresponding to those plotted in (b) with squares and their respective forward-predicted waveforms as a function of gray shade compared with the actual waveforms (black line). Other information is described in Figure 3. to be nonDC. Figure 6c shows that the best DC model does not produce the observed Rayleigh amplitudes at BJT. Further, there is added confidence that the source is dominantly explosive because the example mechanism, which fits the waveforms at a VR that is 3% less than the best-fit model, produces a Love wave that is not observed at MDJ (Fig. 6c) .
The NSS can be used to investigate what stations would be most helpful in constraining the solution. Figure 7 shows the solution for the explosion in North Korea with the addition of data recorded at a well-situated hypothetical station STAX (inverted triangle, Fig. 1b) . The highly explosive nature of the source is now better constrained. We also note that the best-fit explosion source (not shown) has an M w of 3.6, which agrees with the results of Hong and Rhie (2008) . In order to give a little more insight to the dependence of station distribution on the theoretical NSS, Ⓔ an investigation of a theoretical M S 5 explosion at the North Korean test site for different recording scenarios is given in Figures S1-S7 available in the electronic supplement to this paper.
As is evident in the waveform plots of Figures 4-6, the surface-wave energy is the dominant amplitude effect. However, the low-frequency body-wave train, Pnl, is very important in describing the source. In the future, we will reweight the inversion to accentuate this part of the wavefield and thereby produce a better-constrained source. We will also assess variance in the solution caused by a poorly constrained velocity model by incorporating many hundreds of velocity models for the region obtained from a prior probabilistic study of the source area (e.g., Pasyanos et al., 2006) . A best-fit solution can be obtained using each velocity model. This population of best-fit solutions based on variance in the velocity model can then be combined with spatial and temporal event uncertainty to produce NSSs and to characterize confidence more completely in a given solution.
Conclusion
Confidence in the best-fit solution for the regional fullwaveform moment-tensor inversion is dependent on station configuration, data bandwidth, and SNR. The best way to characterize that dependence is on a case-by-case basis, in which each individual event scenario is analyzed. The NSS attempts to do this characterization and is introduced and implemented for the NTS area earthquake and nuclear test, JUNCTION, as well as the October 2006 North Korea nuclear test and a nearby earthquake in China. The NSS is a grid search of the moment-tensor solution space, where the goodness-of-fit between data (both synthetic and observed) and a uniform distribution of models are mapped onto a source-type plot. Goodness-of-fit for each model is parameterized with a percent VR, in which the well-fit region of solutions can be defined by a chosen threshold VR. The theoretical NSS provides solution-confidence regions for ideal models (explosion or earthquake) with high-SNR data. With this type of NSS, one can learn if the station configuration and bandwidth is sufficient to resolve a given model. The actual NSS assesses confidence using the actual data from the event.
The theoretical network sensitivity solutions for JUNC-TION and the North Korea test show a trade-off between CLVD and explosion, but the well-fit solution space is separated from a DC, indicating that an anomalous event can be resolved. In the case of the North Korea test, a specific configuration using the distant station BJT is required to rule out a DC solution. The actual NSS of JUNCTION provides good confidence in the large isotropic component obtained from the inversion. The network sensitivity solutions for the earthquake in China provide high confidence in the best-fit solution, which is indistinguishable from a DC. This analysis gives us confidence in the velocity model used to create GFs for the inversion. With some additional data weighting, the actual NSS of the North Korea test also shows a tight region of well-fit solutions clustered between an opening crack and an explosion, though with the addition of just one more imaginary station, this region is made much smaller.
Well-constrained moment-tensor solutions based on waveform modeling are another tool to identify explosions and to discriminate them from other sources for nuclear test monitoring or forensic purposes. Because moment tensors have the potential to separate collapses from explosions (e.g., Ford et al., 2008) , they offer additional information beyond basic earthquake/explosion separation provided by traditional techniques, such as the ratio of the surface-to body-wave magnitudes (M S ∶m b ) or high-frequency regional P=S amplitude ratios (e.g., Walter et al., 1995) . In addition, for the 2006 and 2009 North Korean explosions, the M S ∶m b discriminant performs marginally (e.g., Bowers and Selby, 2009) , and the moment-tensor results might provide a clearer view of the explosion-like nature of these events (along with regional P=S measures, which are clearly explosion-like). Figure 7 . NSS using actual data for the North Korea test with the addition of a synthetic station, STAX (see Fig. 1b ). As compared with Figure 6 , the high-VR region is now more constrained.
The challenge for identifying source types using momenttensor solutions is the ability to characterize uncertainty and assess confidence in the result. Because this uncertainty is a complex mix of station configuration, signal-to-noise, bandwidth, and the mechanism itself, characterizing the uncertainty is not simple. We believe the NSS method presented in this paper provides a clear way to characterize this uncertainty, allowing an assessment of confidence in the sourcetype determination. The NSS methodology thus allows moment-tensor methods to be more fully explored as an additional technique for seismic event identification.
Data and Resources
The waveform data of the JUNCTION explosion and Little Skull Mount aftershock are available on CD-ROM as part of Walter et al. (2006) . Waveform data of the North Korean explosion and Chinese earthquake were obtained from the Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) Data Management Center (DMC; last accessed 9 September 2008). Some plots were made using the Generic Mapping Tools version 4.2.2 (www.soest.hawaii.edu/gmt; Wessel and Smith, 1998; last accessed 10 September 2002) .
